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Financial institutions’ issuance of green, social and sustainable (GSS) bonds has boomed in
2021 on the back of strong demand, but critical regulatory and structuring questions remain
unanswered, particularly in relation to AT1. Against this backdrop, Crédit Agricole CIB (CACIB)
credit research, DCM, sales and syndicate teams on 7 September brought together the
European Banking Authority’s Delphine Reymondon, GSS bond issuers and leading investors
to share their views on how the market can best be developed. We are pleased to bring you
key insights from the different sides of the market, moderated by CACIB representatives, as
well as their bank and green bond-ESG fixed income analysts’ view on the sector.
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The EBA
perspective
On 24 June, the European Banking Authority published an updated AT1 monitoring report
highlighting its considerations regarding the use of ESG bonds for own funds and eligible
liabilities. At CACIB’s event, Delphine Reymondon, head of liquidity, leverage, loss absorbency
and capital unit, EBA, expanded on the regulator’s view and tackled key questions.
Delphine Reymondon, head of liquidity, leverage, loss absorbency and capital unit, EBA: In June the EBA published its
updated report on the monitoring of Additional Tier 1 instruments, and as you will probably know, we included recommendations for ESG-linked capital issuances. Here, I will discuss
some of the general observations that we made based on our
monitoring and the risks that we identified in relation to capital
in the broad sense, meaning own funds as well as TLAC and
MREL bonds.
In terms of the rationale for us developing this guidance, we
had of course noted the rapid development of ESG segments.
Up to last year we had seen some green senior non-preferred
issuances in particular, which we were more monitoring from a
capital perspective. Then in July last year we saw the first issuances of own funds instruments, and this is where we decided
that we would develop the guidance that we integrated in our
monitoring report.
It is an own initiative guidance. As you know, from time
to time we are producing this type of product to complement
technical standards or guidelines in a practical manner when
we believe that there is a market need, and we deemed it helpful and necessary to start providing some guidance on these
issuances. We started with the TLAC/MREL monitoring report
that we published in October 2020, looking only at the senior
non-preferred issuances, and we had limited recommendations
at the time. But following this publication, we had a look at the
own funds issuances, and ended up with the detailed guidance
that we published in the AT1 report, in particular identifying
best practices or clauses that, on the contrary, we would recommend avoiding — as is typical of the way we do our monitoring
reports.
I should note that we used — as we have done in the past — a
sample of AT1, Tier 2 and senior non-preferred issuances, we

did not review all issuances in the market, but we exercised a
quite high degree of scrutiny on the own funds issuances.

General observations
What we have said in our guidance is that we believe these ESG
bonds in general increase the reputational risk for the issuer
compared to normal bonds. There are certain expectations on
these bonds from the side of investors. When scrutinising a
couple of issuances, we noticed that there were some divergences in the documentation, with some programmes remaining
quite general and others being more explicit, in particular on
the interaction between the capital side and the ESG or green
side. Bear in mind that after the publication of the guidance
we have noticed — and it started even after the roundtable we
held earlier this year — that there have already been quite some
changes to more recent issuances, so the observations I am discussing today are mostly based on the first issuances we saw.
A very important point that we mentioned in our guidance is
that we wanted to be neutral with this guidance, meaning that
our objective was not to prevent or to promote ESG issuances
— we just wanted to say that if banks want to use capital bonds
for ESG purposes, then this is what we would like to see in the
documentation.
A final point — but I will come back to this — is that what
we published are first steps — we have committed to do further work. We will of course monitor the implementation of the
guidance and the recommendations, but we will do more work,
on sustainability-linked bonds in particular.

Identified risks
The risks that we identified are quite well known. There is a
reputational risk for the issuer, which we left outside our guidance. These reputational risks can come, for example, from the
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lack of final definitions or final standard for ESG bonds. The
Commission has published a proposal for an EU Green Bond
Standard, so some progress is being made there. There is also a
specific reference in this proposal to the interaction with CRR
and BRRD requirements and that the draft regulation should
not be interpreted precisely as restricting the issuer’s ability to
use bonds to cover losses resulting from other activities or assets or the exercise of conversion and write down in particular,
where needed. Reputational risk might also arise from a potential loss of ESG label or negative review by third party verifiers, or the perception of green-washing. This is outside our
guidance, as it is not in our field of competence. That said, as
we mentioned when we published the guidance, we believe that
being more precise in the documentation, as we recommend,
will help mitigate this reputational risk.
I will give some more detail on three other risk areas we
identified.
The first is the fungibility of the use and management of proceeds — i.e. where the earmarking of the proceeds might impede the use of proceeds to cover the losses. It is very important
that it is clear to investors that the bonds cover all losses that
might come from all parts of the balance sheet. There is also the
risk that a change in the allocation of proceeds, a loss of ESG
label, or lack of ESG assets might lead to the perception that the
bond could be redeemed early — which shall of course also not
be the case. And then there is the potential mismatch in terms
of maturity between the bonds and assets.
The second area of risk is the clear description of the status
of the notes. To be brief, it is very important that investors are
aware of the subordination of these bonds and where they sit
in the capital hierarchy. And then finally, we identified risks in
terms of potential link between the performance of the assets
and the notes.
The most important aspects here for the months to come will
be the remuneration features linked to key performance indicators, for which we know that there are quite some expectations
on us to provide more guidance. What we have seen for the time
being is classical remuneration for green bonds, for the time being we have been quite satisfied with this. But we will continue
to work on the sustainability-linked features part.
I will now elaborate in more detail on each of these
identified risks.

Fungibility of the use and management of proceeds
Regarding the fungibility of the use and management of proceeds, here, the idea is to ensure that the bonds will be able
to cover all the losses where needed, meaning that the capital
nature of the bond, its regulatory nature, supersedes the ESG or
green nature from our perspective. We just want this to be crystal clear to investors. What we have seen is that most EMTN
programmes mentioned that an amount “equal or equivalent”
to the net proceeds would be dedicated to the eligible assets.
There were a couple of cases where there were stronger commitments to use the assets towards eligible assets “only”. The
vast majority of cases mentioned that the use of proceeds could
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Delphine Reymondon, EBA: ‘It is very important that
investors are aware of the subordination of these bonds
and where they sit in the capital hierarchy’

be allocated to treasury portfolios if, for example, there is a lack
of eligible assets, with or without a sustainable character. So
the level of commitment varies quite a lot. It is crucial that the
duration of the projects or the lack of ESG assets has no consequence on the permanence and loss absorbency. In general,
we preferred programmes or issuances where the commitment
was a bit less strong. We see issuances mentioning that the use
of proceeds will go exclusively to eligible green assets as potentially contradicting the fact that the bonds should absorb all the
losses. This is why we recommended to have clear provisions
that these bonds are subject to regulatory requirements from
CRR and BRRD, that they should cover all the losses — even if
the losses do not come from ESG/green assets — and that short
term ESG projects or lack of eligible assets should not lead to
any consequences on the bond.
When we refer to additional clarification in the “documentation”, we are not prescriptive on which type of documentation, it does not need to be in the terms and conditions of the
instruments themselves, it can be in the risk factors, as long as
wherever it is located it is fully clear that it applies to the bonds
that would be considered as capital in a large sense.

Clear description of status of the notes
Regarding the description of the status of the notes, here the
main idea is for investors to have a clear view where the bond
ranks in the capital structure. We had seen only a minority of
programmes clarifying this and the consequences in case certain events would happen, and also a minority of programmes
clarifying the subordinated nature of the note in particular for
capital instruments, with corresponding lacking mentions of
the bail-in or resolution aspects. The idea is that the documentation should provide full clarity on the risk of bail-in, on the
risks associated with coupon payments, in particular for AT1
instruments, and on the status of the notes more generally. As
I mentioned before, we have seen quite some progress in more
recent issuances, which is of course very welcome.
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Identification of risks of issuing ESG bonds for own funds and eligible liabilities purposes

Fungibility of the use
and management of
proceeds

Clear description of
the status of the notes

Potential link between
performance of the
assets and notes

Reputation risk for the
issuer*

Earmarking the proceeds for
ESG projects or activity could
impede the use of proceeds to
cover losses from all parts of
the business/assets of the bank

Possible confusion on
status of the
instrument and its
subordinated nature

Perception that performance
of the ESG assets could
impact performance of the
bonds (link ESG target/event
of default)

Lack of legal definition
of ESG or EU ESG bonds
standard

Change in the allocation of
proceeds/loss of ESG label or
lack of ESG assets might be
perceived as incentive to
redeem

No interference with
the capital structure
(hierarchy)

Perception that performance
of the ESG assets could
impact loss absorption
character of bonds (no
acceleration or early
redemption)

Potential loss of ESG
label or negative
review by third party
verifier

The maturity of green assets
might not match the minimum
duration of the instrument
(permanence)

Possible impediments
for resolution, bail in
powers also applicable
to ESG bonds

ESG targets linked to the
payments on the bonds

Perception of
‘greenwashing’

Source: European Banking Authority

No link between performance of assets and notes
Regarding the link between the performance of the assets and
the notes — and before going into the remuneration aspects
— the idea firstly was to ensure that the instruments do not include any incentive to redeem the bonds, no early redemption,
no acceleration or additional redemption rights. This means
that it should be made clear that failure, for example, to use
the proceeds as intended should not lead to any of these events.
When we reviewed the sample of issuances, only a few programmes were mentioning this. More programmes mentioned
the absence of event of default, but it was rarer for references to
the absence of early redemption or acceleration rights. In terms
of remuneration, a recent issuance stated that payments on the
notes do not depend on the performance of the assets, but we
noticed this in only one issuance. All in all, it is clear here as
well that the documentation should make it explicit that certain
eventualities — again, like a lack of assets or the non-realisation
of certain expectations on the underlying assets — would not
lead to certain events, i.e. an obligation to (early) redeem, or to
acceleration rights, or give rise to any claim, etc.

Sustainability-linked bonds (SLBs)
We know that many issuers are seeking extra clarification from
us on the potential future for sustainability-linked bonds in the
banking sector. As you have seen in the guidance, this is something that we did not want to elaborate on too much. We know
that there are these questions and that this is something we will
have a look at, but for the time being we wanted to remain on
the cautious side.
We were explicit that we could perceive some of the structures that may be used for SLBs as containing step-ups or incentives to redeem. A call associated with a step-up or fees would
be considered as an incentive to redeem. Even without a call,
some of these features could still be assessed as incentives to re-

deem because you could still have some incentive to buyback or
repurchase the instruments. Missing ESG targets might also reduce the credit standing of the issuer, potentially creating a link
between the interest on the bond in cases of step-up/fees and
the issuer’s own credit standing, which would not be compliant
with CRR requirements. In summary, at this stage we were not
willing to allow these features or encourage them.
As I mentioned and as we said in the guidance, we stand
ready to provide further guidance here if needed, and we will
continue to work on it.

Other EBA work on capital/loss absorbency
The loss absorbency area is an area where the EBA has been
producing quite a lot of monitoring reports. Our objective is,
of course, to ensure the robustness of the quality of own funds
and eligible liabilities, and very importantly, consistency in the
implementation of the rules. On top of the CRR provisions,
there are the EBA technical standards on own funds, and also a
lot of Q&As clarifying further the implementation of all these
requirements. With these monitoring reports that we regularly
publish, we want to give some guidance on how the Level 1 provisions should be implemented. This is why we have the regular AT1 monitoring report, and last year we added the TLAC/
MREL monitoring report. We also have a report for the monitoring of CET1 issuances, and we intend to publish a new version by the end of this year, together with the regular list of all
CET1 instruments that are counted as a CET1 capital for EU
institutions.
I also wanted to mention the RTS on own funds and eligible
liabilities instruments. You have seen that we have published
our final proposal before the summer, which is now in the
hands of the European Commission. There have been significant additions from the side of the eligible liabilities, compared
to the own funds side. Our intention was to align as much as
SEPTEMBER 2021 BANK+INSURANCE HYBRID CAPITAL 5
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possible the two frameworks for these instruments since they
all contribute to the loss absorbency capacity of a bank.
Last year we also published the RTS on software assets and
the RTS on methods of consolidation. The latter is important
because it might lead to the consolidation of certain activities
that were not previously consolidated in some groups.
Lastly, legacy instruments are a very important point for
us and high on our radar. We published our opinion almost a
year ago and are currently doing a follow-up of this opinion in
terms of what the banks are doing, what they have announced,
and what they have discussed with their supervisor. We are
also liaising with the competent authorities to understand what
will be the actions taken by the banks and this is something on
which we will exercise a strong follow-up. We have seen some
banks adopting approaches that lead them to get rid of the legacy instruments, in line with the opinion, but others being a
bit more cautious on their approach and for example willing to
keep the instruments in a lower category or use the last resort
option mentioned in our opinion — we would need to understand why this is the case.

Q&A session
Gwenaëlle Lereste,
bank analyst, Crédit
Agricole CIB: The first
question is dedicated
to sustainability-linked
bonds. As you mentioned
in the presentation and
also in the updated EBA
report on the monitoring
of AT1 instruments, the
EBA said step-up and/or fees based on missing certain ESG targets should not be allowed on MREL/TLAC
eligible instruments to ensure there are no incentives to
redeem. The EBA also indicated that it will continue to
monitor and assess these features going forward. Do you
have any thoughts on the potential timing of the update?
Reymondon, EBA: Indeed, we did not want to close the door
at this stage. At the same time, we don’t have any precise date in
mind. To be honest, we don’t want to rush. We were quite satisfied, as I was mentioning, with the more classic remuneration
features that we have seen until now. We understand from the
banks that they want to move to the sustainability-linked bond
market because at some point there will not be enough green
assets in particular, and SLBs provide a far wider scope for issuances. While we do not believe that for the time being there is a
need for all of us to rush, we will remain flexible. This guidance
on ESG was released based on recent observed developments
and on a perceived market need, so based on the evolutions in
the market, we will adapt. We might publish further guidance
sometime next year, but we will see.
What we would also like to do is to consult with the non6 BANK+INSURANCE HYBRID CAPITAL SEPTEMBER 2021

EU regulators, because in the past some of these regulators
were and are still reluctant to allow green capital or green
TLAC/MREL bonds. We would like to understand a bit better their rationale, we would also like to discuss with them
what would be their position on sustainability-linked bonds
in particular.
Doncho Donchev, DCM Solutions, CACIB: Moving on
to the second question. The net proceeds of a sustainable bond aimed at capital recognition — AT1, Tier 2 or
SNP — are used to finance or refinance in whole or in
part eligible environmental or social projects. Failure to
comply with the general ESG targets set at the issuer level
— let’s say, strategic ESG targets — cannot be linked to
the performance of the notes and lead to an event of default. You’ve partially covered this, but perhaps you can
give us a synopsis again of what are your recommendations and views to avoid this potential clash between
the sustainability objectives, on the one hand — also at
particularly the issuer level or strategic level — and the
prudential nature of the bonds.
Reymondon, EBA: This is not an easy question. As you mentioned, this is why we had this caveat in our guidance that
we wanted to be neutral — we did not want to take a view on
the precise nature of these bonds. We just wanted to recall
that from a regulatory perspective there are some aspects that
need to be clear from an investor’s perspective, also to reduce
the reputational risk, even if some will always remain. You
can also see from the Commission’s proposal that this is not a
straightforward topic, with this mention that the proposal is
not meant to interfere with the regulatory requirements for
capital bonds. I would probably say that there is a space where
the two objectives can be compatible, where there is no loss to
absorb — start with this one — and the instrument matures,
and then you have quite some full compatibility between the
two. And you have another space (normally much narrower!),
where the objective might conflict a bit more, in case you have
losses for example and where the instruments need to be activated. But hopefully the first space, where there is no loss and
the instruments do not need to be activated, is far bigger than
the second one.
Lereste, CACIB: The third question we received is on
hybrid debt. There has been a boom in the market in the
number of sustainable bonds issued by banks, and we’ve
seen a peak in the senior non-preferred and Tier 2 since
the start of the year. Despite the very good investor appetite for sustainable bonds, there is a kind of reluctance
toward the green AT1 segment. From a regulatory perspective, do you see any differences between sustainable
senior, Tier 2 and AT1 bonds?
Reymondon, EBA: This is an interesting question, also because when we had the roundtable with issuers, you could see
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that even among the banks, the position is quite different between those who would not see any problem in issuing ESG
AT1 bonds, and others who on the contrary would be quite
reluctant to do so. What is certain is that in our guidance we
did not want to differentiate between the instruments, even
if of course we have recorded some of the aspects that would
only apply to AT1 instruments. That said, AT1 instruments are,
let’s say, a bit more sensitive for us, we would for sure submit
these to a higher degree of scrutiny, in particular in the area
that we discussed before, on the potential different remuneration features that could come in the future. We would be more
cautious on AT1 instruments because from an EBA perspective, we always held the line that the credibility of the AT1 class
should be preserved in all its dimensions. We are a bit reluctant
on everything that would touch the AT1 eligibility criteria. In
the past, for example, we issued some recommendations for
not changing the so-called pecking order for AT1 instruments.
While the guidance is valid for all instruments without any differentiation, some will naturally arise, for example for TLAC/
MREL instruments potential incentives to redeem lead to different consequences compared to for own funds instruments.
In a nutshell, we do not say that the banks cannot issue ESG
or Green AT1 instruments; they will just face greater scrutiny.
Donchev, CACIB:
Coming back to
this remuneration
aspect, and also the
sustainability-linked
bonds, you mentioned
you are still examining
structures. In this context,
we would like to ask you
if you think, for instance,
whether a step-down structure, i.e. a decrease in the
cost of the instrument where certain ESG targets are met
would meet the regulatory capital criteria?
Reymondon, EBA: When we worked on the guidance, we were
aware of such possible structures. We were told about possible
step-downs, and also other types of structure, like gifts to charities or associations, or using bullet loans and absence of calls.
We understand that there could be a lot of different possible
structures. Still, we would need to examine them further. With
regard to the step-ups, it is clear that if you replicate the structures that you can find in the corporate world — with the stepup triggered by the target being missed — this will not work
for capital instruments, I don’t think we will need to elaborate
much on this. Regarding step-downs or other types of features,
in general we favour simplicity, we do not like innovative features too much. Incentives to redeem are not only step-ups;
there can be other forms and other incentives for the banks to
buy back or repurchase. We do not have any final view at the
moment, but we will continue to reflect.
What is also important for us is that whatever structure is

proposed it does not lead to an increase in the cost of capital
for the bank, or in an increase in the cost of funding, especially in a wrong moment for the bank. This is something we
will scrutinise.
We understand that with these sustainability-linked bonds,
banks have a strong desire to make their green or ESG framework and targets credible. But our initial question was, do you
need to do this via capital bonds? We understand that for understandable reasons it is not in the senior funding space that
this would be the most valuable. But still, we have this question,
wouldn’t there be other means to ensure the credibility of the
ESG/sustainable framework of the bank? In particular, features
that would be kept at the level of the bank itself and not going
down to the granularity of the capital bonds.
But as I said, we are starting our reflections there, which is
also why the exchanges with non-EU authorities will be very
important for us.
Lereste, CACIB: The next question is about the green
supporting factor. The EBA recommends gradually including ESG risk in the SREP. Do you support the idea of introducing green supporting factors, i.e. climate-adjusted
risk weights of green assets to be lower than the current
risk weights? And do you consider it would be appropriate prudential treatment to incentivise investments into
low carbon?
Reymondon, EBA: There are several mandates for the EBA in
this field, being in the CRR or, more recently, in the Investment
Firms Regulation. The deadlines for these mandates are still a
bit far away, but we anticipate that we could be asked to accelerate a little the deliveries under these mandates, and we have
started the work. There are also some mandates in the securitisation field — we organised a roundtable on green securitisation recently. It will take time, of course, to form our final view.
In general — and this will not come as a surprise — we
always start with a bit of a cautious approach, our starting question would probably be if the prudential framework should be
the first that you would have in mind for addressing this type
of risk, or the most appropriate one. But we are very far from
having a conclusion there.
We started to work in the disclosure area, with draft technical standards on prudential disclosure on ESG risks, including
a Green Asset Ratio. The general idea would be to start with understanding how the banks would facilitate the transformation
of the balance sheet towards a greener economy. Having all the
definitions in place will be a key point. We may progress with
a discussion paper in the coming months — this is currently
under reflection, it is not yet finally decided — before we can
deliver on the final mandates. There are a lot of investigations
to do and we need to narrow down the issues a bit before we are
ready to answer this question. l
The relevant EBA report on the monitoring of AT1 instruments of EU institutions can be found by clicking here.
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The issuer
perspective
European banks have pushed into green, social and sustainable Tier 2 in force this year, yet
with one exception have not embarked upon AT1 in ESG formats. At the CACIB event, Crédit
Agricole, KBC and LBBW representatives shared the thinking behind their issuance strategies
and the considerations that make moves further down the capital stack more challenging.
Vincent Hoarau, head
of FIG syndicate, CACIB:
We have seen a significant
acceleration of green,
social and sustainability
bond issuance this year,
and banks have been
active in the capital space
with a number of green
Tier 2. Yesterday, UK
insurer Just Group issued the first ever ESG Restricted Tier 1.
But we have not seen any bank AT1 since BBVA opened the
segment in July last year. Why? What is preventing banks
from issuing green AT1?
Enzo Soi, funding officer, KBC: KBC’s main green instrument
remains senior non-preferred, or in our case the HoldCo format,
which we issue out of KBC Group. We have been asked by investors but also DCM bankers quite often to try to investigate
if green AT1 or Tier 2 issuance would be possible. However, we
have a clear stance on this topic, given the regulatory uncertainty
that persists around linking AT1 instruments to a green element
— as we heard from the EBA. AT1 remains a very complex product and as an issuer, also taking into account the cost of these
instruments, we really don’t want to take any risk or margin of
error in an AT1 being compliant as an AT1 instrument. That’s
the main reason we are not doing it. And as we heard from the
EBA, this will be subject to further scrutiny, which means the
uncertainty will remain.
Furthermore, AT1 is definitely a recovery and then a resolution instrument, whereas green assets may be considered
the best assets that a bank can own. If these green assets are
the use-of-proceeds of an AT1, there is a misalignment between the assets and the liability: in the event of a bankruptcy
or acceleration, the liability is going to be a loss-absorbing in8 BANK+INSURANCE HYBRID CAPITAL SEPTEMBER 2021

strument, but the assets backing it will still be performing. So
there will be some reputational risk there, too.
Another factor is the perpetual character of AT1. Assuming
it is not called, it will be a perpetual instrument, which means
that on a perpetual basis you have to find and fill your balance
sheet with green assets — that’s not a problem as a going concern, but could be difficult for a gone concern.
From a placement point of view, it’s very strange to say this,
but AT1 and also Tier 2 instruments have better placement
dynamics than other instruments such as HoldCo or covered
bonds. So we don’t need this greenness in the instrument to
make it more attractive to clients and improve the dynamic in
the bookbuilding process. So from a placement perspective, we
prefer using the green element for other asset classes that don’t
otherwise enjoy such a dynamic so that we can benefit from
greater diversification. For us, this is the senior non-preferred
instrument, where we have the largest funding needs.
Nadine Fedon, head of MLT funding, Crédit Agricole
Group, and general manager of CA Home Loan SFH and
CA Public Sector SCF: I agree with Enzo. There are several
reasons why not many banks are keen to issue AT1 in green
format. First of all, if you go back to basics, the role of AT1 in
the bank capital structure is to absorb losses, and given the fungibility of capital, investors could bear losses if they arise, even
from non-green assets. This is one of the key hurdles in developing such instruments, and we are talking here about reputational risk. Green bonds, as they are designed today, seem to me
more of a funding tool to raise cash to fund green loans, while
Additional Tier 1 are designed to deal with risk and capital requirements, and in that respect, a one-for-one approach would
not be suitable. The approach could be to look at RWAs, but
then, which multiple should you choose? Additionally, banks
have a limited amount of green RWAs. And maybe in the future
the RWAs applicable to green assets could be lowered, at least
there are some political discussions about it.
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mendations to ensure that ESG MREL instruments are compliant with CRR and BRRD. And the Tier 2 market is maturing.
We look forward to further development of AT1 and to standardisation that would rule out any risk that regulatory acknowledgement is lost.
Cécile Bidet, head of DCM financial institutions,
CACIB: Do you think that the introduction of a macro
climate stress test will change bank behaviour? If there is
a capital charge in respect of the climate transition, could
you have an instrument to cover that?

Nadine Fedon, Crédit Agricole: ‘Green bonds, as they
are designed today, seem to me more of a funding tool to
raise cash to fund green loans’

In any case, we think that funding instruments like covered
and senior bonds are much more aligned with the major aim of
green bond issuances.
Patrick Steeg, head of ALM, Landesbank Baden-Württemberg (LBBW): First of all, we are a big supporter of the
ESG market and we highly appreciate all the developments we
are seeing, as sustainability has been playing a central role in
LBBW’s business model for decades. We are therefore closely
following ESG developments, especially when it comes to ESG
capital instruments. It’s fair to say that it’s quite a young market,
with the first issues in Tier 2, AT1 only really appearing in summer last year, as Vincent mentioned.
There is indeed some uncertainty around the AT1 product
when it comes to green or social. From an issuer point of view,
such a new instrument has to be safe from a legal and regulatory point of view. And markets need to be developed and deep
enough to guarantee lower execution risk.
Currently market participants seem to have different opinions about green capital instruments. Dark green investors are
perhaps looking at green bonds more as funding instruments
rather than capital instruments, with a risk of greenwashing in
their eyes. On the other hand, there are a lot of investors who
have flexible mandates and are happy to also invest down the
capital structure.
At LBBW, we definitely still have some unanswered questions
about the use-of-proceeds and maturity concepts when it comes
to perpetual instruments, which Enzo touched on, and which
could be a challenge. Our current approach is that whenever we
issue an ESG instrument, a green bond or social bond, we make
sure that there are enough eligible ESG assets for the entire life of
this specific bond, and that’s doesn’t fit with AT1 in the worst case
scenario that they become perpetual instruments.
We won’t rule out issuance in Tier 2 and AT1 also in green
format — as I said, we really appreciate this development. We
are moving in the right direction, following the EBA recom-

Steeg, LBBW: We have the climate stress test coming up in 2022
and yes, I’m convinced that such transparency always has an effect on specific behaviour. The results will show how green a bank
is and potentially the SREP results will show adjusted requirements. But first of all, we have to fulfil the supervisory expectations, which are especially to create transparency in the financial institutions, in relation to the supervisor’s understanding of
a prudent approach to those risks, such as governance strategy,
risk management, scenario analysis, stress testing and at the end
also disclosure. This is the first step, to get data available to be
fit for the test. In terms of incorporation of ESG risk in Pillar 2,
the EBA sees the need to incorporate this also in the SREP process, and — following on from Nadine’s remark — there’s a quite
controversial discussion about green supporting factor, or brown
penalising factor, that may lead to higher or lower capital needs.
Regarding an instrument to deal with the requirements that
may arise from this process, I’m not sure you could derive a
green AT1 from this.
So transparency is good in showing how green or not a bank
is, and it will help banks progress in this field, but I don’t expect the stress tests to lead in the first instance to a fundamental
change in funding policy.
Bidet, CACIB: Yes,
it would be a new
category of instrument
– like how we saw
sustainability-linked
bonds developed as the
market evolved. Enzo,
do you agree with Patrick that the stress test
will not change things,
or do you think that such regulation could kickstart the
market?
Soi, KBC: I echo a little bit what Patrick said. As I see it, if you
were to need extra capital because of green risks in your portfolio, and therefore you need more AT1, it would be bizarre to
make it a green AT1 because then you have to use green assets
and the reason you are increasing your AT1 is because you are
not green enough. So it’s an ambiguous kind of thinking at this
stage. But indeed, it depends on the evolution of the market. If
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it is developed and it is very clear what this, let’s say, special AT1
is, where it stems from, and how it is calculated, then yes, we
could perhaps work with that. But at the moment, KBC has no
plans in this direction, and we will not be frontrunners in these
kinds of innovative instruments.
Hoarau, CACIB: Moving away from AT1 for now,
which instrument do you believe is most appropriate for
ESG formats: covered, senior or Tier 2? Enzo partially
answered that question beforehand, but how do you all
navigate through the various funding tools, and why one
versus the other?
Fedon, Crédit Agricole: As I mentioned before, we think that
green bonds are more suitable for funding purposes, and of
course covered and senior bonds are the most obvious funding instruments, both in preferred and non-preferred format.
When you use covered or senior bonds to fund green assets,
you have a very clear link between the proceeds of the issue and
their allocation. The rationale is very clear, and you keep things
clear and simple.
The greenium will of course be more limited for those lower
beta instruments, but this is not a key driver of our actions on
those markets.
One point that I would also like to highlight is that we use
those issues to shed light on our daily actions in our territories,
in retail banking in particular. This is why we have so far issued
only in euros, because our territories are mostly in Europe —
and Europe is as well where we have the deepest investor base.
To sum up: funding instruments, with a very clear link between
the green assets and the issues — that’s what we believe in.
Steeg, LBBW: When it comes to capital markets funding, there
are three main drivers that influence our funding plan and
funding mix. One is regulatory requirements. If you look at our
MREL, you will see that we massively overfulfill the regulatory
requirements. The rating agencies are another influence. Today,
one is Moody’s LFG, for instance, where you steer your funding accordingly to maintain or achieve a certain senior nonpreferred rating. So that determines a part of your funding.
The rest is then more a calculation of cost optimization.
Here, Pfandbriefe play a certain role, but also senior preferred,
as we are a very active issuer also in the domestic retail market
with equity and credit-linked notes, for instance.
And then you have your pool of green and social assets — we
currently have €6.7bn of green and social bonds outstanding. I
can echo Nadine’s view that the greenium is not the main driver,
so the question is, how can you really make sure that your funding needs are done within a year, coping with volatility in the
markets and finding the right issuance windows? It could be
through a Pfandbrief, but covered bonds are influenced by purchase programmes, TLTROs, etc, and this year unfortunately
the Pfandbrief wasn’t the main instrument. So we focused —
probably like KBC — on senior non-preferred, and whenever
we tapped the market, we have tried to either issue in social or
10 BANK+INSURANCE HYBRID CAPITAL SEPTEMBER 2021

Patrick Steeg, LBBW: ‘We like to link green and social bonds
clearly to the use-of-proceeds, and we believe the most
suitable instruments for this are senior and covered bonds’

green bond format. It’s natural that the further you go down the
capital structure, the higher is the theoretical or actual greenium. But again, this isn’t the main driver; the main target is
to secure your wholesale funding within a year with the instruments you planned. And as Nadine also said, we like to link
green and social bonds clearly to the use-of-proceeds, and we
believe the most suitable instruments for this are senior and
covered bonds, and in our current activity that means senior
non-preferred.
Hoarau, CACIB: Enzo, would you like to add anything to
your earlier thoughts on this topic?
Soi, KBC: As I briefly discussed, we are primarily using the
green element in our HoldCo issuances, because it gives us the
most diversification in our investor base. From a, let’s say, liquidity or a bank perspective, the best fit instrument is probably
a covered bond, because the assets fulfil two roles — as cover
asset and green asset — but the greenium and the investor base
there are not very pronounced. So we decided to use the green
assets for senior non-preferred, or in our case HoldCo issuance.
I would also like to add that the use-of-proceeds route for
a financial institution is not infinite — we cannot use all our
balance sheet to issue green bonds. I would call them soft-encumbered assets. They are not pledged per se, but you have to
have them on your balance sheet and you cannot use them in
other liquidity-enhancing transactions. So we have to be careful
and also find a good balance between the green use of the assets
and alternative uses of the assets. Are these green assets maybe
better used in a covered bond or in a securitisation transaction?
Can they be directly pledged with the central banks? So at some
stage green issuance will stop at banks.
Bidet, CACIB: What do you think about sustainabilitylinked bonds (SLBs), because you don’t have this
problem of a finite asset pool?

BANK ESG CAPITAL

Soi, KBC: That’s true. And
as an idea, I like it. But there
is a link with green performance targets, and all the accompanying verification and
compliance elements that implies. If the rules how it works
and how we can tick all these
boxes without having reputational or greenwashing issues
Enzo Soi, KBC
are very clear, then it can be
a better product. But the compliance risk and the calculation
of the KPIs and targets have to be crystal clear before we can
embark on these kinds of instruments.
I think we should move to a green issuer approach, where investors look at KBC and ask whether we can be considered as a sufficiently green issuer to be invested in — without any linkage and
without use-of-proceeds, but with transparency on how green our
balance sheet is or — maybe that’s also a solution — with reassuring green ratings. That’s my view, but we are still far away from that.

But I really think that SLB bonds are more appropriate for
corporates, and that for banks there are a couple of issues. The
first one, as mentioned, is regulatory uncertainty. And the link
with the use of proceeds is not clear at all. As I said before, keep
it clear and simple, and I think SLBs are neither very simple
nor very clear. In addition, you have the problem of which KPI
and which targets to use — it’s quite difficult. You should probably adopt a central target, not a minor one, because that would
show a lack of ambition, but on the other hand, you cannot
choose targets that are too difficult to meet, because you face
reputational risk if you don’t reach them. So it’s a complicated
instrument and for the time being we are sticking to our green
and social bonds for funding the corresponding assets.
Steeg, LBBW: As with green AT1, we really appreciate and welcome market developments, and this is also true for SLB bonds.
As has been said, it was predominantly in the corporate market
that we previously saw KPI-linked deals, so it was nice to see
our friends in Berlin issued the first bank SLB, which was a very
big success, and we were happy to see that.
I think that for many banks it’s too early for SLBs, but following on from the discussion about stress-testing and the SREP
process, I’m convinced that with the increase in transparency and
data available, and banks steering in relation to this, you could
also think about linking certain issues to certain ESG KPIs. l

Fedon, CACIB: I think we are not so far from green ratings,
there are already ESG ratings, and some investors have already
told us that a good ESG rating has become an important criteria
in allocating their assets, not only the financial criteria.

Selected recent green, social and sustainability EUR bank and insurance hybrid capital benchmarks
Country

Industry

Format

Type

Rating

Size

Coupon

Maturity

03-Mar-21

Issue date

Bank of Ireland

Issuer

Ireland

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa1/BBB-/BBB

750

0.375%

6NC5

Re-offer spread
77

03-Mar-21

MünchenerHyp

Germany

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

A2/-/-

500

0.375%

8

57

04-Mar-21

Crédit Mutuel Arkéa

France

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

S

A3/-/A-

500

0.875%

12

80

09-Mar-21

CaixaBank

Spain

Bank

Tier 2

G

Ba1/BBB-/BBB-

1000

1.250%

10.25NC5.25

163

15-Mar-21

Nordea Bank Abp

Finland

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

A3/A/AA-

500

0.500%

10

52

24-Mar-21

Storebrand

Norway

Insurance

Tier 2

G

-/BBB/-

300

1.875%

30.5NC10.5

195

29-Mar-21

AXA

France

Insurance

Tier 2

G

A3/BBB+/BBB

1000

1.375%

20.5NC10.5

140

04-May-21

Bank of Ireland

Ireland

Bank

Tier 2

G

Baa3/BB/BB+

500

1.375%

10.25NC5.25

165
105

05-May-21

Westpac

Australia

Bank

Tier 2

G

Baa1/BBB+/-

1000

0.766%

10NC5

10-May-21

AIB Group

Ireland

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa1/BBB-/BBB

750

0.500%

6.5NC5.5

75

12-May-21

Swedbank

Sweden

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa1/A-/A+

1000

0.300%

6NC5

57
100

18-May-21

CaixaBank

Spain

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

S

Baa3/BBB/BBB+

1000

0.750%

7NC6

26-May-21

Helaba

Germany

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

A2/BBB+/A+

500

0.375%

8

53

01-Jun-21

Belfius Bank

Belgium

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa1/BBB+/-

500

0.375%

6

60

02-Jun-21

Danske Bank

02-Jun-21

ING Group NV

02-Jun-21

Raiffeisenbank AS

08-Jun-21

Banco Sabadell

09-Jun-21

RBI

15-Jun-21

de Volksbank NV

16-Jun-21

BayernLB

Denmark

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa2/BBB+/A

500

0.750%

8NC7

88

Netherlands

Bank

Tier 2

G

Baa2/BBB/A-

500

0.875%

11NC6

115

Czechia

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa2/-/-

350

1.000%

7NC6

130

Spain

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

NR/BB+/BBB-

500

0.875%

10.25NC5.25

115
160

Austria

Bank

Tier 2

G

Baa3/-/-

500

1.375%

12NC7

Netherlands

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa2/-/A-

500

0.250%

5

65

Germany

Bank

Tier 2

G

Baa2/-/-

500

1.000%

10.25NC5.25

135
70

16-Jun-21

La Banque Postale

France

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

S

-/BBB/A

750

0.750%

10

17-Jun-21

Banco Santander

Spain

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa1/A-/A-

1000

0.625%

8NC7

78

24-Jun-21

Generali

Italy

Insurance

Tier 2

S/G

Baa3/-/BBB-

500

1.713%

11

155

07-Jul-21

SpareBank 1 SR-Bank

Norway

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

A3/-/-

500

0.375%

6NC5

75

12-Jul-21

LBBW

Germany

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

A2/-/A-

500

0.250%

7

45

25-Aug-21

Munich Re

Germany

Insurance

Tier 2

G

-/-/A

1000

1.000%

20NC10

110

25-Aug-21

Jyske Bank A/S

Denmark

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

-/BBB+/-

500

0.050%

5NC4

50

06-Sep-21

Ceska sporitelna

Czechia

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

-/A-/A

500

0.500%

7NC6

78

13-Sep-21

NN Bank NV

Netherlands

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

-/BBB+/-

500

0.500%

7

70

15-Sep-21

Crédit Agricole SA

France

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

S

A3/A-/BBBu

1000

0.500%

8NC7

68

15-Sep-21

mBank

Poland

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

-/BBB-/BBB-

500

0.966%

6NC5

125

16-Sep-21

ABN Amro Bank NV

Netherlands

Bank

SNP/HoldCo

G

Baa1/BBB/A

1000

0.500%

8

60

Source: Crédit Agricole CIB
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The analysts’ perspective
Crédit Agricole CIB Credit Research
Bank+Green Bond-ESG Fixed Income Analysts
From regulation to fiscal or monetary developments, all the
forces are increasingly pointing in the same direction and are
announcing an upcoming ESG paradigm shift. Climate risk has
become the new elephant in the room.
Banks are expected to play a key role in financing the transition to a greener and more sustainable economy. There has been
an acceleration of banks’ ESG strategies in 2021. More banks
are starting to incorporate climate factors into their strategic
plans, including commitment to progressively reduce exposure
toward fossil fuels while supporting their counterparties to a
carbon neutral economy. ESG is gaining momentum for banks
from assets to liabilities.
The Green Asset Ratio (GAR) — as the main disclosure — is
challenging for banks, given the lack of data, which will probably trigger significant IT investments. It will take some time
before banks are in a position to identify enough Taxonomy
compliant assets. A transition period is expected: banks will
start reporting on their GAR in 2024. We are at the beginning
and so there are some caveats, but we do view GAR as a relevant
KPI for banks, since it will improve EU Bank comparability and
give a better view of banks’ trajectory to align their loans and
securities portfolios with the Paris Agreement.
To showcase their broader sustainability goals, banks are
issuing more sustainable bonds, which represent 25% of new
senior issuances since the start of the year. When looking at the
forecasts, we expect the sustainable bond supply for banks to
remain active by the end of the year — albeit at a lower speed
than corporates — and with sustainable growth not at the same
pace depending on the segments and products. We expect the
sustainable bond supply for banks to account for 20% of overall
upcoming supply mostly on a senior format and to reach a new
record with peaks in the SNP and Tier 2 format.

We expect that the SLB banking segment is likely to remain
limited (at least in the short term), differing from the acceleration of SLB bond supply from non-financials (30% of the sustainable issuance under a SLB format, greater expected supply
by year-end at €51bn). Green AT1 issuances (inaugural BBVA
green AT1 launched in 2020) are likely to remain limited in our
view in 2021 and 2022 given the investors’ and issuers’ reluctance waiting for better regulatory clarification.
While we do not expect ESG risks to be the main credit and
spread drivers in the short term for the banking sector, we believe sustainable bond performance could be further encouraged
by disclosure regulation with the bottom of the capital structure
naturally offering more spread room for the greenium. l
This is an extract from Credit Focus — Key takeaways of our
Bank ESG Capital day (7pp), 16/09/2021.

Sustainable issuance and diversification is accelerating,
SLB development limited to non-financials (EUR bn)

Sustainable bonds:
25% of 2021 EUR banking senior debt

Bank analysts Pascal Decque and Gwenaëlle Lereste (top),
and green bond and ESG fixed income analysts
Lea Le Leonnec-Serra (left) and Valentina Sanna
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Source: Bloomberg, Crédit Agricole CIB
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The investor
perspective
Although greeniums and step-down coupons generate mixed feelings on the buy-side, useof-proceeds and sustainability-linked bonds could increase transparency and accountability,
according to representatives of Amundi, Schroder Investment, T Rowe Price and Zurich
Insurance, who participated in a panel rounding off CACIB’s event.
Laurent Adoult, head of sustainable finance, FI & SSA
EMEA, CACIB: We have recently seen a rise in issuance
of green bank Tier 2, which have experienced great
success. With regard to AT1, BBVA issued a green use-ofproceeds AT1 in 2020. The EBA has meanwhile clarified
its position with regard to use-of-proceeds capital instruments. As investors, what is your view on green or social
use-of-proceeds capital instruments? Do you differentiate
between Tier 2 and AT1? Does the perpetual nature of
AT1, or the non-IG rating change anything? Should they
be calibrated based on risk rather than as a funding
instrument? And what are the key elements from an ESG
point of view that you look at when investing in a bank
capital instrument, like an AT1?
Luca Terruzzi, head of credit, investment management
Italy, Zurich Insurance: The
EBA green light was definitely a plus for issuers. But the
pari passu treatment of useof-proceeds bonds and other
bonds must lead us back to
what the objective is of having
AT1 and Tier 2, or the MREL
Luca Terruzzi, Zurich
buffer. It’s to create a cushion
against sudden turmoil on the asset side, not to finance change.
Issuance of green and social bonds at the senior level has a direct link between the use-of-proceeds and the bond issues, as
it does for corporates, making the impact analysis easier for us
as investors to tackle. But banks are now issuing bonds in the
formats that are necessary for compliance with European rules
on the capital structure, i.e. subordinated bonds.
If we have to evaluate the best way to finance green initiatives, it should be in relation to the loan book as a whole. We

should focus on that more than their operations. That’s why,
from an ESG perspective, my intention is to look at information that can create a link between the frameworks and the
loan books.
That’s not to say I’m not interested in these subordinated
green bonds or other use-of-proceeds bonds issued by banks
in general. Use-of-proceeds instruments are already in the
subordinated space and being able to include such Tier 2 and
AT1 bonds in the portfolio would seem to be a way to make
the two elements useful together.
Robert Thomas, analyst, European and international IG
banks, T Rowe Price: This is an interesting debate. Taking a
purist view, if I were to develop this market from the ground
up, I’d prefer to have green bonds as some sort of covered
bond-type structure, where the assets you are funding are
ring-fenced away from the rest of the balance sheet, with a
very clear delineation of what is being funded. But we have to
live with the reality that we have, and the fact of the matter is
that given all the regulatory requirements banks face, in terms
of what they have to fund from a capital structure perspective with MREL requirements and TLAC, the reality is that
banks have more wholesale funding requirements than they
have needs. And in some respects, we’ve blended these capital
and funding needs with green financing.
If you’re an ESG investor, you also factor in the hunt for
yield that’s going on — you don’t want to be just investing
in covered bonds, because there’s no yield. And we heard in
the issuer session how demand for AT1-type structures in the
green space is going to continue to grow. So once you face up
to the reality we live in, you’re also looking at instruments like
senior non-preferred, which is part of the capital stack from
an MREL perspective.
With AT1, there is then the issue of extension risk and its
perpetual nature. Are you as an investor comfortable with the
issuer being able to continue to provide green financing to
SEPTEMBER 2021 BANK+INSURANCE HYBRID CAPITAL 13
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back that perpetual bond if it doesn’t get called? There is an
element of uncertainty there, because while we all know that
banks usually intend to call these structures, there’s a lot of
regulatory oversight, and we have to accept that some of them
might not get called, so there’s a bit of a risk there.
For us, ratings aren’t an issue — we can invest in high yield,
it’s just a different kind of fund.
Then it really comes down to — as Luca kind of implied —
looking at this from a more holistic perspective. When you get
further down the capital structure, it’s more about our assessment of the individual bank’s green credentials. We have a two
tiered approach — I cover things from the fundamental perspective and we have an ESG analyst — and we work together
to determine which banks would be investable. And before
considering investing in a bank’s AT1, we’d want to have a
much more holistic perspective of their ESG credentials and
have a lot more confidence around their commitment to an
ESG framework. Then it just comes down to whether or not
it’s appropriately priced given the risk of extension.
Saida Eggerstedt, head of sustainable credit and portfolio
manager, Schroder Investment: I think it’s actually optimal
if there are more green AT1s or social AT1s, because then
you’re really addressing the most captive investors and those
who are looking for alpha. And it’s a smaller niche of the market. It may be challenging for the banks, but the charm is that
they are kind of committing forever to greener projects.
When BBVA brought the debut green AT1, I asked them
immediately when they are going to phase out coal, and they
informed us that they are going to phase out coal in developed
markets by 2030 and everywhere by 2040. Another good example is AIB, which issued green Tier 2s. AIB is mostly government-owned, so by talking to them and investing in them,
we also understand Ireland’s intentions in going greener. So
whether it’s senior, Tier 2 or AT1, this can help us understand
how a bank is contributing to the overall economy going
greener. And it’s not just the banks — we’re going to ask every
sector, like utilities or autos, how they are contributing to the
transition. Sovereigns themselves are now increasingly issuing green bonds themselves and going greener. On the other
hand, one does wonder why the US banks do not issue green
bonds at all.
It’s also very important to understand how the bank is going to make money by going greener, and the risks they face.
I hear other analysts saying, oh, the oil price has gone up,
that’s great for earnings — but the fact is these sectors will
have stranded assets and they’re simply bad for the Earth.
Banks should talk a bit more about how they are going to
maintain earnings, what costs they face, and if they are engaging with their SME clients. We are fund managers, after
all, so we also want to know, what is the impact of transition
on their margins? For example, Danske just brought out a
TCFD report discussing carbon exposure to one sector, utilities — a good start.
All in all, I’m very happy to see green or social Tier 2s or
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Saida Eggerstedt, Schroder Investment:
‘We need a push from ESG investors for banks to issue
more of these bonds’

AT1s. We need a push from ESG investors for banks to issue
more of these bonds. It can be also seniors — it has to start
somewhere. Take a bank like Caixa — they issued one social
bond to start with, and then every bond they are issuing is either social or green. And even if they aren’t issuing, they have
to make disclosures and engage on what leaning towards sustainability means for earnings and capital in the longer term.
Alban de Faÿ, credit portfolio manager, head of fixed income SRI processes, Amundi: We expect the green bond
market to converge with the regular market, meaning that we
can expect to see green bonds in all fixed income segments,
which means also capital structures. But some of the innovation we see might not be appropriate for these instruments.
We are very cautious when it comes to Tier 1, because there
are additional criteria for capital bonds, perpetual maturity,
equity risk, which are for us not perfectly in line with the philosophy of pure use-of-proceeds bonds.
And when we are looking at such an instrument, it’s very
important to look at the issuer level to really understand what
is the consistency between issuing the use-of-proceeds bond
or specific ESG bond and their overall strategy, as has already
been mentioned.
Marjolaine Marzouk,
head of credit sales
France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland,
CACIB: Let’s move on
to the greenium: how
a green bond is priced
versus a traditional
conventional bond.
Looking at the market,
we can see the greenium varies in different sectors,
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and tends to be tighter for lower beta risk. At the moment, we have 3bp-4bp on SNPs versus up to 10bp
on some green Tier 2s, while if we look at the covered
bond market, it’s close to zero. How do you think
green bonds should be priced and how do you see the
greenium evolving in the future?
Eggerstedt, Schroder Investment: Some issuers going green
are increasing their use-of-proceeds issuance and becoming
repeat issuers, so they have their own curve and it’s easier to
see any greenium.
Covered bonds are in general pretty tight, so if the green
bonds were coming any tighter, that would probably take
them into an even more deeply negative yield. So there’s little
reason to have a greenium there.
When it comes to AT1, high yield is something that many
investors like ourselves or private banking might allocate a
certain percentage of the portfolio to if the market is going
sideways. And when they are going down the capital structure, they may also be more price sensitive, otherwise what’s
the incentive in going there?
Having said that, as a sustainable or forward-looking investor in general, you also don’t want to be a forced seller, so it is
really important to have faith in the capital of the bank and the
stability of earnings. It doesn’t have to be the most profitable
bank, but if it’s AT1, they need to have some MDA buffer, or
if it’s Tier 2, they need to have enough loss-absorbing capital.
So the overall credit assessment and how the issuer is going
greener is important. What are they communicating on that?
Is the CEO’s compensation related to it? I want the name to be
better on what I’d call a sustainability-adjusted valuation. You
could also have a bank from a region in central and eastern
Europe or Asia where nobody is talking about getting out of
coal or oil, but they could still be best in class. So we can pay
up a little bit to get bonds into the portfolio that may be tight
but which might also stay tighter, if we are expecting some
ESG improvement in the name.
But, in general as a portfolio manager, we don’t want to pay
up for green bonds. That’s something we have communicated
to syndicates and to the companies themselves — that should
not be the motivation for green bond issuance. We have come
away from a world where it’s nice to issue a green bond — it’s
not like that anymore. Every sector and especially financials
should be addressing the risks arising from climate change —
whether that’s physical risks, transition risks, losing customers, etc — and we are indeed seeing all these net zero alliances
— although insurers are probably better in this regard.
De Faÿ, Amundi: In theory, the pricing is linked to the credit
quality of the issuer, not to the transparency of the bond, so
we believe that investors should not have to pay additional
costs to invest in green bonds, social bonds. But, looking at
the secondary market, we know that some technical factors
can weigh on pricing, like supply and demand, and so on. We

Alban de Faÿ, Amundi: ‘Is the issuer seeking to provide
additional transparency, or is it just an opportunistic move
to reduce its cost of debt?’

looked at these factors very carefully in a detailed study we
published one year ago, which you can find on our Amundi
research website, and we continue to monitor this green premium. We can see that the premium is not the same everywhere — it depends on the type of issuer, it depends on the
currency, and it also varies over time. The new issue premium
is not always the same, and sometimes it’s negative. So when
we see an issuer coming to the green bond market, we have to
ask, is it seeking to provide additional transparency, or is it
just an opportunistic move to reduce its cost of debt? If it’s the
latter, we are not really comfortable with this kind of attitude.
We believe that final investors should not have to pay the cost
of the energy transition — we all have a key role to play. And
that’s also true for banks coming with green bonds — we pay
close attention to their key message.
One of our key messages is that we are not managing our
own money, but are managing our clients’ money and we have
a clear fiduciary duty. So we are not seeking to buy a green
bond with a lower yield at this stage — particularly given that
all green and social bonds are self-labelled by the issuer. There
is not an official stamp that gives you some covenant or warranty. So for all these reasons, we believe that the greenium,
even if it exists, should be very low, between, let’s say, zero
and 3bp.
Thomas, T Rowe Price: Alban hit the nail on the head. We
don’t look at green bonds any differently than we would when
investing in a regular bond from the same issuer. So if that
greenium is too tight, we would tend not to invest in that new
bond. We don’t want to get paid less for holding the same risk,
because at the end of the day, from a regulatory perspective,
unless you are owning a covered bond with those specific assets linked to it, you’re owning the same risk as a regular AT1
or Tier 2 from the same issuer.
Like others, we’ve looked into this, and my sense is that it’s a
supply-demand dynamic. I think that will persist as this market
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continues to mature and evolve, and more investors come into
the space and there is more demand for green bonds. So it’s here
to stay for a while. But we can still as investors avoid chasing
the deals for “me too” issuers, and instead focus on those with
really good ESG credentials, as Saida mentioned, which are the
ones you want to support. The sustainability-linked bond format might be something to look at in that regard.
Adoult, CACIB: We
have seen since the
beginning of the year
an acceleration in the
issuance of SLBs from
the corporate sector.
Out of the FIs world,
Berlin Hyp has been the
first and only European
FI to launch a SLB
transaction. What is your view on the product?
Thomas, T Rowe Price: Conceptually, I quite like the idea of
a sustainability-linked bond.
You’ve seen a lot of banks — pretty much all of them in
Europe — come out and commit to a net zero world by 2050,
with some perhaps a little in advance of that. But it’s very difficult to hold current management’s feet to the fire for something that happens in 2050. So anything in the market that
creates a link to shorter and medium term targets is positive.
It also goes to wanting to provide funding to institutions that
are meeting those targets and have identifiable benchmarks.
Part of the question is whether or not you’d accept a stepdown or step-up type of structure. Obviously, as a bond investor, I’m not willing to give more up, so I’d be quite happy with
the step-up but not really a step-down. The argument there relates to the greenium we were just discussing: if you’re already
getting a slight pricing benefit on these new deals, particularly
for an SLB bond, then you’re already benefiting from a lower
cost of funding, and so the onus is on the issuer to meet those
targets, and if they don’t, then they have to pay a penalty for
not meeting them.
We’re going to see more regulation on this front, with
the stress test and other things coming down the line, so the
banks will have more metrics to meet in the short term and
not just 2050. And this is a way for us to play a part on the
investment side.

Robert Thomas, T Rowe Price:
‘Anything in the market that creates a link to shorter and
medium term targets is positive’

Terruzzi, Zurich Insurance: We invest in SLBs. I believe that
SLBs are a fundamental tool to be able to invest in the transition. There are a lot of companies and businesses that cannot
identify use-of-proceeds in specific projects, but that doesn’t
mean that they will not have any in the future, and doesn’t
mean that they simply do not have the willingness to emerge
from the brown economy. This is why I believe that institutional investors — particularly buy and hold ones like insurers
— should promote this type of bond — after, of course, doing
one’s best to understand the KPIs and making sure that these
are in the correct direction and, above all, create an impact on
the economy. The SLB is also an opportunity to go beyond the
small world of use-of-proceeds bonds and extend the impact
investment universe.
But with regard to banks, I cannot imagine many KPIs except on operations. And those certainly do not have the need
to emerge from the brown economy, which may be the case
in other sectors. I don’t know how it’s possible, but I would,
again, like to see links between KPIs and banks’ loan books. It
would be a way of linking bonds with the bank’s core business,
acting maybe as an instrument targeting Scope 3 emissions.
I’m not an expert, but maybe there are some experts in banks
who could produce something in that sense in the future.
Regarding the step-down, I think we can also accept this in
our portfolios if the achievement is important, such as being
part of the transition. l
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Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by a member of the Front Office department of Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank or one of its affiliates (collectively “Crédit Agricole CIB”). Front Office personnel are not part of the research
department and this material does not constitute “Investment Recommendations” as defined under the Market Abuse
Regulations (MAR). It does not constitute research as considered by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II
(MiFID II). This material is provided for information purposes only. It is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments and has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation
or particular needs of any recipient. It is not intended to provide legal, tax, accounting or other advice and recipients
should obtain specific professional advice from their own legal, tax, accounting or other appropriate professional
advisers before embarking on any course of action. The information in this material is based on publicly available
information and although it has been compiled or obtained from sources believed to be reliable, such information has
not been independently verified and no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. This material may contain information from third parties. Crédit Agricole CIB has
not independently verified the accuracy of such third-party information and shall not be responsible or liable, directly
or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with the use of or reliance
on this information. Information in this material is subject to change without notice. Crédit Agricole CIB is under no
obligation to update information previously provided to recipients. Crédit Agricole CIB is also under no obligation to
continue to provide recipients with the information contained in this material and may at any time in its sole discretion
stop providing such information. Investments in financial instruments carry significant risk, including the possible loss
of the principal amount invested. This material is not intended to forecast or predict future events. Past performance is
not a guarantee or indication of future results. Any prices provided herein (other than those that are identified as being
historical) are indicative only and do not represent firm quotes as to either price or size. Financial instruments denominated in a foreign currency are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which may have an adverse effect on the price
or value of an investment in such products. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in
any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party without the prior express written permission of Crédit
Agricole CIB. This material, in whole or in part, is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or
entity domiciled or resident in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary
to applicable laws or regulations of such jurisdictions. No liability is accepted by Crédit Agricole CIB for any damages,
losses or costs (whether direct, indirect or consequential) that may arise from any use of this material.
United States of America: The delivery of this material to any person in the United States shall not be deemed a recommendation to effect any transactions in any security mentioned herein or an endorsement of any opinion expressed
herein. Recipients of this material in the United States wishing to effect a transaction in any security mentioned herein
should do so by contacting Credit Agricole Securities (USA), Inc.
Regulatory Disclosure: Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank is authorised and regulated by the Autorité de
Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (the “ACPR”) and supervised by the European Central Bank (the “ECB”), the ACPR
and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (the “AMF”) in France. Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank London
is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and
limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the FCA and the
PRA are available from Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank London on request.
Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank is a public limited company (“société anonyme”) under French law,
incorporated in France under SIREN number 304187701 at the Nanterre Trade and Companies Registry, with limited
liability and its head office address at 12, Place des États-Unis, CS 70052, 92547 Montrouge Cedex, France. It is
registered in England and Wales as an overseas company at Companies House under company number FC008194,
with a UK establishment at Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, EC2A 2DA, United Kingdom (UK establishment
number BR001975).
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CAIXABANK, S.A.

JUNE 2021

MAY 2021

AXA SA

BAYERNLB

EUR 1,000,000,000

EUR 500,000,000

1.375% Inaugural Green
Tier 2
Due 2041

0.75% Social Senior
Non-Preferred
Due 2028

1.000% 10.25NC5.25
Green Tier 2 Bond
Due 2031

Joint Bookrunner, Global Coordinator
& Green Structuring Advisor

Joint Bookrunner

Joint Lead Manager

BELFIUS BANK

ING GROEP N.V.

JUNE 2021

EUR 1,000,000,000

JUNE 2021

LA BANQUE POSTALE

EUR 500,000,000

EUR 500,000,000

EUR 750,000,000

0.375% Inaugural Green
Senior Non-Preferred Bond
Due 2027

0.875% 11NC6 Green Tier 2
Due 2032

0.750% Inaugural Social
Senior Non-Preferred
Due 2031

Green Structurer
& Joint Bookrunner

EUR 500,000,000

SEPTEMBER 2021

RAIFFEISEN BANK
INTERNATIONAL AG

Joint Bookrunner & Sole Social
Bond Structuring Advisor

Joint Bookrunner

AXIS BANK

USD 600,000,000

SEPTEMBER 2021

JUNE 2021

MARCH 2021

growth

JUNE 2021
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committed to

THE NORINCHUKIN BANK

USD 1,000,000,000
$500mn 1.284% Senior Unsecured
Green Bonds - Due 2026

1.375% 12NC7
Green Tier 2 Bond
Due 2033

4.100% Additional Tier 1
Sustainable Notes
Perpetual NC5

$500mn 2.080% Senior Unsecured
Green Bonds - Due 2031

Joint Lead Manager

Joint Bookrunner

Joint Bookrunner &
Joint Lead Manager

www.ca-cib.com

